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Chapter 10:  

The “2-UP” Game: 
 

Rudi was feeling no pain and like a man full of destiny when he 

walked into the restaurant on York St.  He had come straight from the 

racetrack by taxi and needed a beer.  He can’t recall the name of the 

restaurant but it was the same gathering place for market dealers and 

traders for all post Melbourne Cup revelry.   He had arranged to meet 

Smackers there.   

The place was packed and there was already a two-up game in 

progress with about 20 odd players taking part.  Rudi could feel the buzz 

and was feeling good.    

This was the party he was told to bring a lot of cash to if you 

wanted to play.  Most of his previous market outings since joining SBS 

had been one-on-one type lunches and meetings with Brokers and the 

like touting for his business.  This was hoped to be purely a social outing 

from Rudi’s perspective. 

The crowd was large and sprinkled with some of the most 

gorgeous women in the market.  God, Rudi thought - women were 

gorgeous when they dressed up and Rudi was always someone that 

would always look.  

The women were mingling and the smell of their perfume hung in 

the air along with the cigarette and cigar odours.  It was the beginnings 

of what looked like being a good evening. 

Rudi met up with Smackers and they shared the day’s experience - 

him telling Rudi about his boring day at the CIBC desk - and Rudi telling 

him about the events at the track with Charlie.   

Rudi was ready to party - Smackers who was the tall, blue-eyed 

demure type was not so much the gambler.  He did have some serious 

women stories to tell and Rudi had heard most of them from third 

parties.  They both got themselves a drink and settled at a table near 

the two-up game.   

Rudi gave Smackers more detail about the events with ‘Gappy’.  

‘Gappy’ was Charlie’s nickname - he acquired via the tooth plate he 

wore.  He had lost his front teeth in some sort of accident when he lived 

in Brisbane.  The nickname came from his party trick which was to drop 

his plate from a standing height into a glass of beer placed on the 

ground.  It was an affectionate name as nicknames can often be - he 

was cool with it when it was first used and it stuck.   

Smackers was amused by the events and asked, ‘you worried 

about payment.’   

Rudi said, ‘no’ – and added that most of it happened in front of 

witnesses and Gappy could not afford to welch on the bet - else his 

market reputation would be on the line.   

They chit chatted about the slow day in the markets and Rudi 

commented that he made two calls to the SBS office to see how things 
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were going.  It was a very quiet afternoon and all the market was out 

tonight looking to party. 

It was just getting dark and the streetlights had just come on.  

They were facing the direction of the front door when they both saw 

‘Gappy’ walk up the steps and into the restaurant.  They both looked at 

each other and silently thought, ‘this should be interesting’.   

‘Gappy’ nodded to them as he walked past - he had his woman on 

his arm.  Robyn was her name and Rudi knew her from his time at Ord 

Westpac Futures.  She was a SFE local floor trader who cleared her 

trades through Ords.  Rudi and she had dined together with other work 

friends several times.  She was American - tall, thin and athletic looking 

- blond and always made you take a second look.   

Smackers was always prepared to flirt - he was good at it and it 

was part of his charm.  Really - he was just a big puppy dog and allowed 

women to take charge of him and lead him astray.  Rudi loved him as a 

brother - he had seen his first marriage go to crap because of another 

women.  It was his inability to deal with the divide between his marriage 

and his inter liaisons within the market.   

There was at least half dozen women in the market who currently 

all had eyes for him and had set their sights.  One of them was now 

working with him at CIBC and he would marry her later in life.  She was 

the main reason his first marriage got flushed down the toilet.  She just 

would not let go - her name was Kerry and she moved on from 

Smackers after having two children with him.   

She now continues to climb the social tree in Hobart circles and 

has done very well for herself via wealthy and generous boyfriends and 

ex-husbands.  She had some dealer talent in her day - however the 

market’s focus was a chauvinistic one and women had to be exceptional 

to get any real recognition.   

During this period in the market she was viewed as a nice piece of 

ass – had a very sexy and husky tone and was a good prop during client 

meetings.  It was exploitation and she knew the game she was playing.  

Most women in the market had an agenda, find a high flyer and hold on 

to him for his profile and future lifestyle.   

Those who failed in this quest quite often went on to become real 

ball busters and earned their market respect and reputation. 

Michelle, Smackers first wife was a lovely lady – she was a stunner 

and of all the women Smackers shared time with - Rudi always felt she 

was the one that Smackers knew he let get away.  Last Rudi heard, she 

had re-married and was living on the Gold Coast.  Rudi and his wife 

attended their marriage when they all lived in Brisbane.   

Smackers had move to Sydney was to get away from a fling he 

was having with a secretary from the office.  The secretary was looking 

for an excuse to get out of her own marriage.  The fling did not last - 

but it was the event that pressured Smackers marriage and forced him 

and Michelle to move to Sydney. 

Anyway - back at the restaurant with half-empty beers in front of 

them - they glanced at each other and they both knew what the other 

was thinking about Gappy’s girlfriend.  Smackers gave Rudi a playful 

shove knowingly and they shared a laugh.   
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Rudi said let’s get some action and Smackers being the 

conservative type showed Rudi his empty wallet and shrugged his 

shoulders.   

Rudi pulled his out and said, ‘You can be my runner and help 

collect and pay all the bets’. 

Rudi had a real buzz going on in his head – still pumped from the 

Gappy tussle he realised.  As they walked over to the 2-Up ring he felt 

like making a real market statement.   

They walked into the circle and it felt like an arena -  the inner 

circle was about 4 meters wide and there were people leaning over one 

another holding out their money and yelling their preferences… ‘$20 on 

HEADS… $100 on TAILS’ – it was infectious.   

This was adrenalin flowing and you could feel it in the air.  It only 

took a few moments before Rudi was swept up in the moment.  What 

transpired in the next few hours would become market folk-law.  

Rudi had a plan before they entered the arena - they were only 

going to bet tails - and they were going to cover as many bets as they 

could.  Rudi had over $5000 in cash – all part of his stash he took to the 

races - he pulled it all out and gave half to Smackers.  There were at 

least 30-40 players in the circle by now and each spin had more than 

$1,000 on the floor in covered bets.   

It was as real a game of two-up as you could want - not like the 

casino games – this was close and mixed up as players jostled 

eachother to collect and get their new bets down.  This had real emotion 

and the players were primed – this was an opportunity and Rudi 

recognised it for what it was – with that he became caught up in the 

moment and let loose.   

Rudi waited till the next round of bets were being placed – he got 

himself into the center of the ring and announced to the throng of 

players that he would, ‘cover all ‘HEAD’ bettors’ - he indicated Smackers 

was part of his team. 

Rudi was flashing his money as they started to walk the circle - 

challenging all to take them on.  It was a slow start - the spinner was a 

honey and she knew how to flip and throw the coins.  Rudi did not know 

her nor was he interested in getting to know her right then – but she did 

have a gorgeous smile and stunning legs.   

They managed to get down over $400 worth of TAILS bets that 

first spin and the result was a TAIL - they were winners and they both 

did the circle picking up their winning bets.   

The call went out again, ‘we’ll cover all ‘HEAD’ bettors … come on 

… where are all the HEAD bettors …?’ 

Smackers was working his half of the circle and Rudi the other.  

Again, they walked the circle, back and forward, chanting and daring the 

players to take them on.   

‘We’re betting on ‘TAILS’ and will cover any ‘HEAD’ bettors,’ was 

the cry. 

The second spin was an increased outlay and they lost.  It was 

HEADS and the crowd went crazy with ‘jest’ and ‘sucker’ calls.    

They were up for it and they again did the circle covering all 

HEADS bets.  The number of TAIL bettors was diminishing because Rudi 
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and Smackers had muscled in and were getting most of the action.  The 

throng of bettors all began to jump sides and become HEAD bettors and 

by the sixth spin, Rudi and Smackers were the only TAILS bettors left.   

The previous spins flipped four TAILS and two HEADS.  The TAIL 

betters were ahead for the moment and were having a ball.  The ship 

jumpers felt that after two TAIL spins is was time for a head spin, so it 

became easier to get set on the TAIL side. 

Rudi and Smackers were keeping eye contact and throwing hand 

signals as to their cash totals to monitor a rough running bank total.  

From the original $5k they started with, they roughly calculated they 

had won about $3k by the sixth spin.  Rudi was having a ball - Smackers 

also - but he knew it was Rudi’s money and he looked at him with those 

big puppy eyes - shrugged his shoulders as if to say, ‘what you gonna 

do now’.   

Rudi yelled back at him but directed it at all the HEAD bettor 

losers, ‘come on suckers … double up to get square … come on all you 

HEAD bettors … we’ll cover any and all ‘HEAD’ bets’.    

It was getting quite loud and new bettors were replacing the 

leaving bettors.  They were either going to get another drink - have a 

leak - or visit the ATM1 to get more cash.   

The crowd was building and they were still the only TAIL bettors.  

The pots were getting larger and larger each round and there continued 

to be more TAILS spins than HEADS.  They were winning and it was 

encouraging more and more HEAD bettors to get on because the tide 

had to turn.  

It was classic herd mentality versus the bold stand and deliver.  

Rudi loved the underdog and overmatched position - it raised his 

competitive instincts and in this forum he was in heaven and rolling in 

the clouds.  This was pure theatre in Rudi’s mindset – he knew you 

could accomplish and enhance a market reputation in a night like this 

than years of dealing in the markets.  

This proved to be hard and thirsty work – their drinks had long 

been finished and they were in need of a break.  Smackers went first 

and Rudi worked even harder to get all the bets covered.  The time 

between spins was lengthening and the crowd became restless.   

There was no let up and the wads of cash were stuffed anywhere a 

pocket could be found.  There was no way of knowing just how much 

cash they both had by this stage.  There was just no time to take stock 

and do a real count and keep the hordes interested at the same time.  

Counting the money in full view would have been an insult.  It was a 

‘them of us’ situation and adrenalin was still flowing on all sides.     

The pots were well above $2000 now and there were all sorts of 

bettors, guys in Armani suits, casual jeans and shirts, women in low cut 

dresses with the breasts on full show if you wanted a good look.  They 

weren’t bashful in when they bent over to collect their winnings.  

Smackers and Rudi took long stares as did all the other guys standing in 

the circle.  The women were just as into the moment as the guys.  They 

were thrusting themselves forward to get set and in the crush guys were 

getting a good squish up against some gorgeous and well heeled 

women.  Sex was not the agenda here – trying to make some money 

was on everybody’s mind. 

                                           
1 Automatic Teller Machine 
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Bets of $100’s, $50’s were common and mixed with many smaller 

bets – before each spin the floor was covered in money - it was obscene 

really - but by god it was fun.  By this stage it was not about the money 

- it was not about the winning or losing - it was about enjoying the 

unabashed, shameful behaviour being carried on by so called mature 

adults.   

Rudi worked in the SFE2 pits as a Local trader some years later.  

Even at its busiest times – those pits never resembled the shambles of 

human intent and emotion that this two-up pit was experiencing right 

now. 

All these dealers surrounding the pit dealt in 10’s of millions of 

dollars during their day jobs.  They did so with a responsibility that no 

one could ever understand unless they stood in their shoes.   

Right here and right now - everyone was letting their hair down in 

a fun and non-aggressive way.  This was the flip side of being a 

trader/dealer - money had no real value in an environment like this.  It 

was ego, it was uncalculated emotion and risk - and it was dealers 

acting out their frustrations from a boring day at the office or the races.   

This was a time when they all looked each other in the eye and 

tried to beat down the other side.  Respect for money and dignity would 

come tomorrow as they all counted the cost. 

Whilst Smackers was at the bar getting drinks, an old friend of his 

from the CBC3 days asked him what was going on over there in the 

corner.  His name was John Craig.  He was now a broker with Tullet and 

Tokyo.  He was a good guy so Rudi was told - but he was a mad drunk 

when he had too much.  He could generally hold his liquor and was not 

primed at this point of the evening.  He was about to come over with 

Smackers and introduce himself.   

Smackers came back with the beers and bought John with him.  

He understood Rudi was quite busy and preoccupied and he just offered 

to help with the bet covering.  Just like that, Rudi was handing him 

thousands of dollars and he was busy helping to cover all the ‘HEAD’ 

bets.  Rudi had no idea how much money he had given him - and he had 

no idea how much Smackers was holding - and he had no idea how 

much he still had in his own pockets – the cash was not important, it 

was just a means to keep the evening going.   

That might sound somewhat surreal, but there was just no time to 

do any sort of quick count.  As soon as each spin finished the shouts 

were up for the next round of bets.  They had to collect the winnings 

and when they lost, the Head bettors fought for their own piles of 

money.  Occasionally, Rudi or Smackers had to adjudicate on which pile 

belonged to which bettor if they could remember.  

It was easy when TAILS came up because they were the only TAIL 

bettors and all the money on the floor was theirs.  It was amazing that 

when HEADS came up there were no real stand-up fights as each of the 

winners had to get on the floor to retrieve their winnings.  Rudi had no 

idea whether the right betters were getting their right piles or not.  It 

was mayhem.  

                                           
2 Sydney Futures Exchange 
3 Commercial Banking Corporation: taken over by National Australia 

Bank early 1980’s. 
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Rudi did do a quick look and estimate a count of the funds on the 

floor when there was a lull when the spinner wanted a break.  Rudi 

stuffed a few $100 notes into her top and thanked her for her efforts.  

She winked at him but she smiled at Smackers.  The count on the floor 

was over $4000 and Rudi started to realise that they were talking some 

serious money being won or lost here right now. 

They won again and Rudi needed to have a break – they had been 

at if for an hour or so and his voice was hoarse and he was parched.   

Rudi told the throng of screaming fists pointed at him with 

handfuls of cash, ‘I need a break’.   

The response was, ‘No...No’ 

They got louder, they wanted to win their money back, and Rudi 

was in a quandary.  Smackers was still working the pit, as was John.   

Rudi pulled the money out of his pockets and handed it over to 

them in fistfuls - he told the throng that, ‘all bets would be covered’.  

Rudi got out of there having no idea how much money was in play.  

On his way for a leak, he did a quick refresh on how long they had been 

playing - how many spins that roughly meant - the approximate number 

of times they lost -  which meant that they won the difference and then 

multiplied that by what he thought was an average pot size - the 

number started to become more real.   

By the time he was zipping up and washing his hands - Rudi was 

looking in the mirror at himself.  He just had to smile at what he saw.  

This  moment - this place - this position - it was an extension of his 

learning curve into the human instinct and how a mob can all just turn 

into a feeding frenzy when you can create the ‘moment’ or the illusion 

that there is a panic.  That illusion being the collective herd and its 

emotional rubber ball - all courting the human instinct at its most primal 

level - greed and ego.   

Rudi went back to the Bar and had a beer.  He struck up a 

conversation with someone that he did not know who wanted to talked 

about what was going on in the corner.    

The stranger did not know it was Rudi’s money being tossed from 

pillar to post all over the pit.  As the cheers and jeers kept going up, 

Rudi knew what he was about and the seeds of a ‘master strategy’ were 

becoming more and more visible in his mind.  The thoughts had been 

there for a while, but he had not been able to put it all together.  He 

was now seeing the fringes of a master strategy for the very first time. 

About a half hour later, the evening started to wind down.  John 

Craig was still going strong and he was the only one still left.  Smackers 

was at the bar with Rudi - he said that at one point he thought he had 

about $50,000 stuffed in his pockets.   

Rudi thought to himself, ‘there was no way that could be right’.   

If it was, that meant between them they may have had upwards of 

$100k in their pockets.  A $100k in mainly small denominated notes, 

squished up in handfuls would not fit into the pockets they all had 

available.   

‘It was a scary thought,’ Rudi mused.   

They could hear the results of each spin being shouted in the 

background.  There were only 15 or so players still playing and the last 
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three-four spins had all gone the way of HEADS.  With the percentages 

getting to the point where nobody really wanted to bet on HEADS 

anymore - the adrenalin began to wind down and people began to 

disperse. Really, everybody was exhausted - tapped out - emotionally 

drained - and the alcohol was having its impact.  The night was over … 

some just did not know it yet.   

To his credit - John Craig was still going strong - he would not let 

any other bettor try to get a bet on TAILS - they were still the only 

TAILS bettors and the only way you could get a bet was if you wanted to 

bet HEADS.  That was their night - their theatre - their moment in time 

where they took on the mob and kicked ass!   

Rudi took a drink over to John, put his arm around him, and said, 

‘We’re all done’.   

It was time to count the money - surprisingly they did not have 

anywhere near as much as they expected.  When they tallied up the 

total funds, there was less than $20,000.  John said he did a few $1000 

dollar bets with some individuals and lost.   

Rudi can remember looking at Smackers at that very moment - 

looking for some indicator that the fix was in.  He gave no indication one 

way or the other.   

Rudi thought about it for all of about a nano second and put the 

whole event down to experience and learning.  You just had to trust 

fellow dealers in an environment like this.  You had no right to be doing 

what you were doing if you did not. 

Rudi offered John a share of the winnings but he declined and said 

he was just as happy as a ‘pig in shit’ for the experience.  Rudi also took 

away the memory of the whole day and evening and he has 

remembered every part of that day since.  

As the story is told here - it still remains as vivid an experience 

and one that Rudi will never forget.     

First up next day - Rudi received an envelope delivered and 

personally addresses to him.  Inside was a note on letterhead that read 

‘From the Desk of Charlie Calypso’.  The letterhead was gold embossed 

on very high quality paper.  Rudi can remember being impressed with 

the note and the words written.  Rudi did not see Charlie again that 

night after he saw him walk into the restaurant with Robyn.   

Charlie’s comments on the note said something like, ‘Rudi, you 

seem to be enjoying yourself last night.  I dropped in with intent to give 

you your check and left shortly thereafter when I saw you involved with 

the 2-up game’.     

Attached to the note was a cheque for $7,000 drawn on Charlie’s 

personal account - in Rudi’s mind the matter was closed.   

He kept that note for years and when Charlie passed away from 

cancer in the early 2000’s - the market dealers from that era held a 

memorial wake for him.  He was early 40’s - married with young 

children – and living in South Africa at the time.  Upon hearing the news 

Rudi rummaged through his market files looking for the note he 

remembered keeping.   

A few days later after remembering and reminiscing about the 

circumstances that produced the note - he burned the note.  It was his 

private goodbye to Charlie as combatants in the world of dealers who 
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challenged one another a long time ago.  ‘Gappy’ and Rudi were not real 

friends - market acquaintances at best - there was respect  and there 

was camaraderie and the memories … it was a lonely goodbye to 

someone who was part of one of Rudi’s fondest memories. 

 


